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Semantic applications today provide benefits to commercial as well as non-commercial corporations and
organizations worldwide. In “Corporate Semantic Web - Wie semantische Anwendungen in
Unternehmen Nutzen stiften” [EHR 2015] (in German), more than 20 existing semantic applications are
described that provide value in corporations of different sectors including telecommunications, logistics,
manufacturing, energy, health, tourism, publishing, and culture.
What are the particular benefits of semantic applications? What are the key success factors for
designing and implementing them? The co-authors of [EHR 2015] met at Schloss Dagstuhl in June 2015
for the second workshop on “Corporate Semantic Web (CSW)” to discuss those issues and, thereby,
establish a community.

Corporate Semantic Web and its Benefits
Should we attribute an application to be “semantic” solely based on particular Semantic Web
technologies (RDF, OWL, SPARQL, etc.) used8? We hold a different opinion. We would rather speak of a
semantic application if the semantics, i.e., the meaning of domain terminology, is explicitly or implicitly
utilized in order to improve the usability of the application.
Semantic search is a classic application use case. In contrast to traditional information retrieval where
documents are retrieved based on syntactic string matching, in semantic search the meaning of terms is
being used for retrieval. It improves the precision by taking the term context into account and
disambiguating terms and increases the recall by considering also synonyms and related terms. For
example, www.enargus.de provides information about publicly funded energy research projects.
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In fact, not even half of the semantic applications described in [EHR 2015] use RDF triple stores.
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Provided by an ontology of energy research terms, synonyms, broader and narrower terms (resp.
hyponyms and hypernyms) and related terms as well as translations between German and English may
be included in the search.
Semantic auto-completion (a.k.a. auto-suggestion) is, today, state-of-the-art. While the user is typing,
semantic suggestions are being generated. See Figure 1 for examples from a museum app and an elearning portal.

Figure 1: Semantic auto-completion in a museum app and in a portal for lifelong learning (in German)
While the user is typing “re” in the search box of the museum app (on the left), the concepts
“Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn” (artist), “Relief eponge bleu” etc. (artworks), “Reiter” etc. (motives) and
“Reflexion” (association) are being presented. In the lifelong learning portal on the right, subcategories
of a broader category are suggested while the user is typing, e.g. the different specializations of
“Handwerksmeister” (master craftsman).
This feature improves the usability by reducing typing effort while making the search more precise. In
addition, when used in applications where users edit data, it leads to a semantic normalization of the
terminology being used.
Semantic applications are used in Information Brokering, Knowledge Management, and Decision
Support. Their value can be measured and quantified (see [EHR 2015], Chapter 9).

Corporate Semantic Web vs. Semantic Web
What motivates researchers and companies to address the topic Corporate Semantic Web (CSW) or,
more general, the application of semantic technologies in a corporate context, if even the idea of the
Semantic Web hasn’t found its breakthrough in the Internet? This latent question hung in the air during
the entire event and led to lively discussions about the differences of CSW and the public semantic web
during the presentations. Hence, it was worth dedicating a working group to discuss the question: What
differentiates CSW and Semantic Web?
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Significant and Relevant Differences
On the first sight, the economical interpretation of “corporate” in the sense of “company” appears
obvious, thus biasing our thinking towards profit-oriented corporations. But there exists, at least in the
German language, another interpretation, the juridical interpretation of “corporation” in the sense of “a
federation of stakeholders” (in German “Körperschaft”). Looked at it from this viewpoint CSW is not only
relevant for companies but also for associations, foundations, non-profit organizations and other groups
of interest in the public Internet.
Corporations are focused around certain goals, which define a limited scope for their activities,
determine a nearly “closed framework” for the adoption of domain-specific ontologies, the application
of semantic technologies and for pragmatic solutions. They are sometimes forced to establish rigid
policies for access limitation and access control and need to interface with the existing infrastructure,
like e.g. content management systems, databases and process management systems. In order to
achieve their goals, corporations establish well-defined processes and have the opportunity to guide any
development by means of centralization. Even though corporations do not exist in isolation and need to
exchange data and processes over defined interfaces with their environment, a large amount of the
“meaning” of information can be kept locally. Hence, corporation-local identifiers (or URIs as you like)
predominate and need to be mapped to global external IDs. And whether or not to follow any
established standard is for most corporations just a pragmatic decision. Ontologies can follow this
pragmatic line and thus can be light-weighted. These “closed-worlds” additionally carry another benefit:
the need to disambiguate different meanings is limited to the corporation’s application domain.
Compare this with the conditions encountered for the public Semantic Web: the Semantic Web tries to
establish a framework for the global, long-term and decentralized access to open information. Any
information item must thus be referenceable under a globally unique, unambiguous, long-lasting
identifier, e.g. as demanded by the highest maturity class in Tim Berners-Lee’s 5-star ranking system (cf.
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html). In order to allow for a decentralized, open
interaction between Semantic Web participants, standards need to be established and used,
representing the smallest common denominator for a large group of - partially yet unknown stakeholders or which are set as de facto standard by a few big players. Ontologies in this world need to
aim for recyclability and need to aspire for generality, consistency and coherence, thus they are often
developed by specialists in an academic context. In addition, intra- as well as inter-domain ambiguities
need to be resolved.
While the Semantic Web as envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee [THL 2001] sets the goal, CSW uses the
restricted, closed-worlds of corporations to achieve real benefits with semantic approaches. This
restriction of the domain’s scope to a more or less closed world has implications on the inference
mechanisms used and allows avoiding the problems connected with inferences under the “open-world
assumption”.

Process-oriented Semantic Web
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In many cases a purely content-oriented representation of information is for an enterprise not sufficient.
Often the activities of enterprise's processes require particular knowledge and sometimes an
information makes sense only in a certain process context. Therefore, CSW needs to address issues
occurring during the integration of knowledge and enterprise processes. Process-oriented semantic
knowledge-representation methodologies, such as, e.g., Process-oriented Knowledge-based Innovation
Management (German: Wissens-basiertes Prozess-orientiertes Inno-va-tions--Manage-ment, WPIM) can
satisfy these needs. The concept of WPIM was developed to support capturing and usage of knowledge
around innovation processes [GMVBHW2015]. It assumes that innovation like any other process has
both - a knowledge and process perspective, which need to be used in a combined manner. WPIM is
based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and enables semantic-based searching (retrieval)
by using SPARQL. It allows the integration and mediation of semantic representations of process
structures and specific knowledge resources. Within this approach process activities can be annotated
with resources, such as experts and formal representations of their tacit knowledge as well as
documents capturing and bearing externalized knowledge. Thus enabling future processes to benefit
from reusing and instantiating annotated generic processes and the underlying semantically annotated
representations of activities and knowledge resources. WPIMs semantics originates from a process
ontology offering a machine-readable structure for representing process concepts that can also be read
and understood by human experts. The access to knowledge resources can benefit from process
representation concepts on various levels of granularity, e.g., the concepts of Master Processes
(German: Master-Prozess), Process Instances (German: Prozess-Instanz) as well as Activities and Tasks.
A Master Process is a generic high-level description of a process and the schema exists as a formal
description of a process. From the data set point of view, a Master Process describes a data structure
and attributes of a higher level template for a process. Process instances describe data about activities
and tasks collected during the execution of a process. These concepts support the hierarchical modeling
of processes and their activities. They support at the same time the separation of modeling and
capturing generic and instance specific knowledge of process. In this way, the process artifact
representation toolbox of WPIM allows reusing and inheriting from representations of, e.g., best
practice process activities and their associated knowledge resources in a seamless way.

Data Sets Today
As the widely recognized linked-open-data cloud [CJ 2015] shows, there are a large number of data
sources available. From general upper-level ontologies, general formal ontologies over established
medical and chemical ontologies, thesauri developed for information brokerage, information retrieval
and libraries, to community-developed lexicons and dictionaries (like DBpedia, Freebase,
OpenThesaurus); from open data sources up to semi-structured information in folksonomies and
structured, semi-commercialized knowledge graphs of Google, Facebook, YouTube etc..
In the CSW context these “free” sources sometimes suffice, but often they are not sufficient. Even
though academics often use and cite DBpedia or Freebase as knowledge source, one needs to be aware,
that their quality and completeness often does not meet industrial or commercial requirement for many
corporate applications. Depending on the application, broad datasets (like DBpedia, Freebase,
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Knowledge Graph) are useful if broad topics like semantic news access or some general-purpose
semantic search is to be developed. But for narrow and deep corporate domains, the existing
terminologies often are not explicit enough or simply do not yet exist. Remarkably, even the ITC industry
and computer scientist haven’t yet modeled a sufficiently complete terminology, thesaurus or ontology
of their own domain.

Methodology Best Practices
Implicit in the visions of Semantic Web and Corporate Semantic Web is the assumption that symbolic
background knowledge - in form of ontologies9 - about the application domain is on hand. Domain
ontologies directly suitable for a particular application domain are rarely available.
“Classifications that appear natural, eloquent, and homogeneous within a given human
context appear forced and heterogeneous outside of that context”
[BS 1999].
Usually, available ontologies are thus recycled, adapted, extended and/or combined. Sometimes existing
(semi-)structured data sets can be used for these extensions and offer a convenient starting point for
modeling the required domain ontology. But especially in the corporate context, ontologies with the
required depth and coverage often do not exist.

Ontology Modeling
Here again, a difference between Semantic Web and CSW becomes apparent. While the modeling of
ontologies in the semantic web aims at covering a domain completely, correctly and unambiguously,
modeling in the CSW context is more pragmatic. Inherent incompleteness, inconsistencies and
unresolved ambiguities may be accepted in order to derive usable results under limited time and
expertise constraints.
Besides the knowledge about the application domain, ontology modeling requires knowhow about how
to structure, formalize and represent this domain knowledge. Subject matter experts usually do not
have these skills. Hence in order to teach them and to build a functional prototype, the following
modeling practice was identified by several workshop participants to be useful:
1. Develop an initial domain ontology with a small team consisting of at least a modeling expert
(usually from the contractor) and some domain experts, establishing not only an initial ontology
for the development, but also a living training example relevant for the corporation.
2. Show either domain experts or IT experts - depending on the corporation’s requirements - how
to extend this initial ontology.
3. If required by the corporation, train its staff on ontology modeling, in order to enable them to
perform major revisions.
9
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Controlled Ontology Evolution
The process of extending the initial ontology should be supported by the users. By integrating
appropriate feedback mechanism directly into the application and the workflow, suggestions about
missing terms, concepts or relations or about items users find erroneous, misleading or difficult to
interpret can be acquired from the users. These suggestions are practical hints for the modeling staff
how to extend and adapt the domain ontology. However, the modeling staff needs to carefully review
these proposals, since not all proposed modifications will be useful.

Validation and Evaluation
In the scientific communities of machine learning, data mining, text mining and natural language
understanding it is common practice during the engineering of new algorithms or the development of
improvements to perform experiments and to measure whether a modification leads to better
performance. However, for the development of semantic solutions or applications such a code of best
practice is not yet part of the regular development process.
As three examples have shown, the validation during the development and the final evaluation of
semantic solutions can be used to identify improvements realized by the use of semantic search,
support the identification of the reliability of results obtained by semantic classification and can be used
access the quality of semantic predictions and to establish benchmarks for measuring the success of
future improvements. Aside, quantitative statements about the solution’s quality can be obtained,
which could be used for marketing.

Machine Learning and Ontologies
Wouldn’t it be nice to have a method for extracting ontologies automatically from any corpus of
document? But how to choose the right conceptualization needed for the intended solution? How to
cope with different viewpoints about the meaning of terms? How to fill relevant gaps between concepts
and relations extracted from the corpus?
Apparently, automated ontology extraction represents an excellent research goal for the machine
learning, data mining and text mining communities. But for the modeling of real-world ontologies no
satisfactory solution is known yet. However, several statements and discussions during the workshop
pointed out that machine learning10 and ontology building can fruitfully supplement each other.

Birds and Airplanes
Humans are the best-known natural blueprint of a learning system. While human learning gives the
inspiration for the development of machine learning tools and techniques, their evolution led to
10
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mathematical and statistical well-founded artefacts. These artefacts are based today on purely
numerical solutions producing results comparable to the natural, wetware-based original; comparable
to airplanes flying under the same physical principles, but with different technological solutions than
birds. Eventually, the field has moved from symbolical solutions to subsymbolic/statistical methods,
which allow learning from large volumes of data. Using deep learning with convolutional neural
networks the learning problems of low-level recognition tasks, like speech recognition and image
recognition, can be considered nowadays as solved [Mem 2014].

Combining Both Worlds
Although the results of deep learning for solving low-level recognition tasks are impressive, the (re)combination of their subsymbolic results with the symbols needed for human-to-computer interaction
appears to be an interesting, still open issue. Some approaches have already shown that ontology-based
solutions combined with information-theoretical measures and Bayesian methods can lead to improved
classifications.
On one hand a deeper exploration could be valuable, how symbolical semantic solutions could be
improved by concept, relation or rule learning approaches, or how machine learning, data mining,
process mining, inductive inference, reinforcement learning, Bayesian approaches or interactive learning
help to improve ontologies and semantic solutions. On the other hand it would be interesting to
investigate how the background knowledge of ontologies and symbolic solutions can be used to guide or
improve subsymbolic learning. Here, especially Bayesian approaches appear to be interesting candidates
for incorporating prior knowledge into the learning processes.

Recycling of Machine Learning Approaches
Even if both worlds are not easily combinable, it would be worthwhile for CSW to investigate which
learning mechanisms could be adopted for the computation of concept and relation proposals during
semi-automatic modeling.
Furthermore, machine learning and data science have developed methods for validating and evaluating
learned models and deriving trustworthy statements about the achievable prediction quality. These
approaches and techniques can be adopted for semantic solutions as well in order to derive quantitative
statements about the quality of semantic solutions.

State-of-the-Art Technologies
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has specified a set of Semantic Web standards including RDF,
RDFS, OWL, and SPARQL. Based on those standards, a number of tools - commercial and noncommercial - have been developed. They include ontology editors (e.g., Protégé, Topbraid Composer),
RDF Triple Stores (e.g., Virtuoso, MarkLogic), Semantic Web Suites (e.g., Topbraid Suite, K Infinity), and
others. These products have reached a sufficient level of maturity to be used in corporate semantic
applications.
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However, in many corporate semantic applications, technology not based on the W3C Semantic Web
standards is being used (see [EHR 2015]). There are various reasons for this. Often, simpler data formats
and tools are sufficient, since the majority of data sets published at Datahub.io11 are in tabular format,
i.e., CSV or MS Excel.12
For many use cases and applications, complex reasoning is not needed and, hence, other technologies
exhibit better performance and are more suitable.
Graph Databases (e.g., Neo4J, OrientDB) have matured. They provide a good integration in
programming languages via APIs while at the same time exhibiting excellent performance. Hybrid
solutions like, e.g., Blazegraph, combine the properties of an RDF Triple Store with a Graph Database.
Information Retrieval frameworks and tools (e.g., Apache Lucene, Solr, ElasticSearch) are used in a
number of corporate semantic applications. They combine high-performance indexed data access with
full-text search facilities. Finally, in many corporate semantic applications, traditional relational
databases (e.g., MySQL, PostgreSQL) are used in semantic applications.

Software Architecture of Successful Semantic Applications
Semantic applications are software applications and, hence, traditional software engineering principles
apply. First of all, the business requirements must drive the technology to be used not vice versa. User
experience is a key factor of the success of semantic applications. This includes the usefulness of
semantic data presented to the user but also the interactivity of the (graphical) user interface and nonfunctional properties like performance.
To present useful semantic data to users with good performance is a major challenge for the architect of
a semantic application. It requires careful analysis of the nature of the semantic data and the reasoning
required. In many corporate semantic applications, reasoning over taxonomies is sufficient. If this is the
case, simple indexing techniques are sufficient and exhibit excellent performance characteristics also for
very large data volumes. Expensive OWL reasoning at run-time is not recommendable in such situations.
Also, careful analysis of the data change rates and of the timeliness requirements is important. Many
semantic data sets have a moderate change rate and applications need not reflect changes in real-time.
If this is the case, an off-line preparation of semantic data as in traditional data warehouses (ETL Extraction, Transformation and Loading) is recommendable for these cases. Such a semantic ETL allows
the semantic enrichment of data and use case specific performance optimizations during data loading.
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Datahub.io, as is commonly used as an indicator for the progress of Linked Data, e.g. upon creating the LOD
Cloud diagram.
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Outlook
This year’s CSW workshop confirmed that CSW applications are in practical use and exhibit benefits to
corporations and organizations. It also showed that certain skills are required to develop sound CSW
applications.
In the D-A-CH region (Germany, Austria, Switzerland), there is a community of researchers and
practitioners interested in developing the field of Corporate Semantic Web further. Thus, we already
plan for 2016 the next CSW Workshop hosted at Schloss Dagstuhl. But instead of a pure conference
format, we intend to split the program for the coming workshop: reserving just half days for
presentations of results and using the other halves for parallel sessions in the form of a mini barcamp.
These sessions are intended to address open questions, new topics and pre-research issues identified by
participants. If you like to participate you are welcome to join us next year at Schloss Dagstuhl. For
further information you may contact one of the first two authors.
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